Google Israel R&D Center
Presents:
Intern Roles for the Tel Aviv Office
Open Intern roles

• **Software engineer intern**:  
  • Mandatory requirements: Proven excellent programming skills; fast, independent learner.  
  • Java, possibly JavaScript. Working at least twice a week or more.  
  • Education: Study toward MSC or PHD / or have at least 4 years programming experience from the army /industry and study towards BSC.  
  • Location: TLV

• **Software engineer intern**:  
  • Mandatory: Good Java programming skills is a must.  
  • Knowledge in computer vision, image processing, geometric processing, specifically, tracking, motion estimation, multi-view geometry.  
  • Advantage: Experience with android applications, Experience in signal processing, noise reduction and filtering  
  • Education: Study toward MSC or PHD / or have at least 4 years programming experience from the army /industry and study towards BSC.  
  • Location: TLV

Please send resumes to Efrat Aghassy aghassy@google.com